
You need:

- Hello Beautiful Bundle

- Stripes & Splatters Embossing Folder

- Detailed Trio Punch

- Delightful Tag Topper Punch & Fancy Tag Topper Punch

- 1 sheet of DSP Abstract Beauty

   or any other DSP measuring 4" x 6"

- 1 piece of cardstock in a coordinating color measuring 2" x 2"

  (length varies depending on how long you want the flap)

- 1 scrap piece of Basic White cardstock for the sentiment

- Ink Pad (color of your choice matching the papers you used)

- Seal+ Adhesive, Green Glue & Mini Dimensionals

- Paper trimmer, snips, die cutting machine, bone folder

How to:

Follow my video instructions and read through here, if you have any questions please feel free to

message me on Facebook and send me an e-mail: martina@fraeuleinerdbeerli.at

Using your paper trimmer cut down your DSP to 4" x 6" or simply use the Abstract Beauty DSP, it is

already cut down to the right measurements.

Put the DSP in the trimmer, long side on top and score it at 2" - 2 3/4" - 4 3/4" - 5 1/2" leaving a

1/2" strip for adhesive.

Turn the paper and score on the 4" side at 3/4" which is the bottom of the little box, which you can

cut in as shown in the video. I used my trio punch to round the corners on the bottom, it gives it a

more finished look in my opinion.

Using your Seal+ adhesive you can start putting the box together. 

Now take your piece of cardstock and use one of our Tag Topper Punches on one side of the paper,

on the other side, score it at 1/4". Then emboss it using your die cutting machine and an embossing

folder you like. Now you can adhere it to the back of the inside of the box with your favorite

adhesive, I recommend Seal + or the green glue.

Die cut a "frame" and find a stamp that fits in there - I used the Hello Beautiful Bundle for stamps

and dies. Adhering the label in the middle of the box using Mini Dimensionals on the left and right,

leaving the middle empty so I can put some twine through it to close the little box.

Abstract Beauty meets Tag Topper Punch

Let's get social:

www.fraeuleinerdbeerli.at

https://www.instagram.com/fraeulein_erdbeerli/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC234BZrSu_jCLXZCwBWLa7g

Stampin' Extravaganza

Martina Auer - Independent Stampin' Up! Demonstrator - Austria



Products I used:


